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there is a structure in bias dependence of the coefficients 
for pure shear [(A-B), (C-E), and (D-E)J that does 
not appear in the coefficients for hydrostatic pressure. 
This structure is noteworthy because it occurs over a 
narrow bias range which is symmetric about the origin. 
All of the pure shear coefficients mentioned above in
crease in absolute magnitude by 20±4% in going from 
reverse bias to forward bias. 

At large negative biases (V < -0.13 volts) the stress 
coefficients show a shallow minimum. In this bias range 
one expects the onset of direct tunneling into the 
k= (000) conduction-band states. Since compression 
increases the direct gap at (0,0,0), and hence the onset 
voltage for direct tunneling, a negative contribution to 
the stress coefficients is expected in thi range. The ob
observed dip in the stress coefficients is less pronounced 
in As-doped junctions than in Sb-doped junctions 
because the magnitude of the impurity-assisted current 
is much more nearly equal to the direct tunneling 
current in this bias range. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The absence of a large positive shear contribution to 
the stress coefficient D in As-doped junctions shows that 
in this case the tunneling wave functions on the n-type 
side are not associated with individual (111) conduc
tion-band valleys. This conclusion is not unexpected, 
since phonon assistance would be very likely for such a 
case regardless of the details of the tunneling process. 
Furthermore, the arsenic donors are known to produce a 
strong localized central cell potentialll which introduces 
components into the wave function from large parts of 
the Brillouin zone including all of the valleys and the 
region around k = 0. Since the electron-phonon inter
action in germanium is not large, a small admixture of 
(000) character to the electron wave function should 
result in a predominant tunneling current which is not 
assisted by phonons. 

At present, there is no theory of impurity-induced 
indirect tunneling with which the experimental results 
should be compared. Other measurements on this 
process have been compared12 with some success with 
the expression for direct interband tunneling presented 
by Kane,2 but the agreement found in these cases should 
not be regarded, in our opinion, as evidence that the 
tunneling process under consideration is the one 
analyzed by Kane. 

However, the form of the exponential factor in the 
tunneling expression seems to be quite independent of 
the details of the tunneling process. Therefore, one 
might tentatively use Kane's expression for direct 
tunneling with a different interpretation of the effective 
masses and the band gap for the interpretation of the 
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shear dependence observed in As-doped diodes. The 
tunneling exponent depends on the projection of the 
reduced effective-mass tensor in the direction of the elec
tric field. Since the effective-mass tensors are expected 
to deform under the influence of shear, it is interesting 
to see if this effect can give rise to the observed differ
ences between the hydrostatic and uniaxial stress co
efficients, and if so, how large the changes of the effec
tive masses have to be. The reciprocal reduced effective
mass tensor is defined as 

(4) 

In the present case mv- l is the reciprocal effective-mass 
tensor of the light-hole band and me- l is a reciprocal 
mass tensor for the electrons. Because we are dealing 
with inlpurity-induced tunneling it is not certain 
whether the conduction-band minimum at k= ° or an 
appropriate average of the (111) conduction-band 
valleys determines me-I. 

Since the tunneling experiments cannot separate the 
contributions of the hole and the electron masses, we 
describe the stress-induced changes of the reduced re
ciprocal effective-mass tensor by a single fourth-rank 
deformation-potential tensor Q. It was found experi
mentally that B=E and A=C. These results are con
sistent with the assumption that mT-

1 is spherically 
symmetric at zero stress and that cubic symmetry 
holds for Q. The fact that A and C are more negative 
than Band E indicates that the reduced effective mass 
is increased in the plane perpendicular to the [100J 
compression axis. A [110J compression will deform the 
reduced effective-mass sphere into a general ellipsoid. 
The positive shear contribution (D- E) implies a re
duction of the mass component along [lioJ for shear 
resulting from a uniaxial compression along [110]. 

In the following the magnitudes of the deformation 
potentials Qll, Q12, and Q44 will be estimated. We 
assume that the tunnel current is given by an expression 
of the familiar form2,13 

I=CXD exp(-a) , (5) 

(6) 

Here, A is a numerical constant of the order of unity that 
depends on the particular theory and on the way the 
average field is calculated but that need not be known 
for our argument. E is the relevant band gap and F is 
the average junction field which also does not need to 
be known. 

If one assumes that (similar to the cases of direct and 
phonon-assisted tunneling8) the major effect of pressure 
results from the exponential factor in Eq. (5), then the 
coefficient for hydrostatic pressure is given by 

B=~ d(lnI) = _~[~ d lnE +~ d(lnmTX
) d lnF]. (7) 

3 dp 3 2 dp 2 dp dp 
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With the approximate relations 

d Inm,,,, dinE 
---"'='-- (8) 

dp dp 

d InF 1 d lnE 
--"'='--- (9) 

dp 2 dp 

we obtain approximately 

adlnE 
B"'='----. (10) 

2 dp 

The factor! has been included in the definitions of the 
hydrostatic pressure coefficients Band E [see Eq. (7)J 
because a uniaxial stress X produces a dilatation effect 
equivalent to a hydrostatic pressure of magnitude 
p=X/3. One therefore obtains for the effect of the shear 
part of the uniaxial stress 

[ 
d Inm,,,, 1 d Inm,,,,] 

A-B=-ta --- . 
dX(100) 3 dp 

(11) 

The combination of Eqs. (10) and (11) yields the effect 
of pure shear on the reduced effective mass in the tun
neling direction in terms of the measured stress co
efficients and the effect of pressure on the band gap as 

d Inm,,,, 1 d lnm,,,, A -B d lnE 

dX(100) 3 dp B dp 
(12) 

with equivalent equations for the other orientations. 
The components of the deformation-potential tensor Q 
in the coordinate system of the cube axes are then 

Qll= _[!_ 2(A-B)Jd lnE , 
B dp 

Q12= _ [!+ (A - B)]d lnE , (13) 
B dp 

[
2(D-E) (A-B)Jd lnE 

Q44= + --. 
E B dp 

If we assume the appropriate band gap for impurity
induced tunneling is the indirect gap, then d lnE/dp 
=6.75XlO-12 cm2j dyn and the components of the de
formation-potential tensor are, using the stress co
efficients of the positive bias range, 

Qll = 4.5 X 10-12 cm2 j dyn, 
Q12= -5.6X 10-12 cm2jdyn, 

Q44= -4.4X 10-12 cm2/dyn. 

The deformation potentials of the reduced-mass 
tensor and of the appropriate tunneling band gap are 
found to be of the same order of magnitude. It is still 
uncertain, however, to which electron masses one refers 
by writing Eq. (4). The data on Sb-doped tunnel 
diodes8 in the bias region where phonon-assisted tunnel
ing dominates yield (C-E)jE and hence a shear
induced mass change of the same order of magnitude 
as found here. In the bias range of direct interband 
tunneling those diodes showed a considerably smaller 
shear effect. This seems to indicate that the shear de
pendence on the impurity-induced tunneling of the 
As-doped diodes is not due to a change of the reduced 
mass of the direct gap at the zone center. 

If the shear dependence of the As-doped diodes arises 
from a reduced mass involving the (111) conduction
band valleys, then the cubic symmetry shown by the 
data implies that the tunneling electron would have to 
be equally shared by all four valleys. Although this pos
sibility is not in conflict with the observation14 of con
siderable intervalley scattering in As-doped germanium, 
it is not included in the present theoretical formulations 
of tunneling. 

The data also possess one other feature which remains 
unexplained. There is found to be some fine structure 
in the bias dependence of the shear part of the stress 
coefficient in the region around zero bias. The shear co
efficients in the forward bias region are approximately 
20% larger in magnitude compared to those of the 
reverse bias direction. 
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